THE VALUE OF BAP & CYBER

CYBER ACCOUNTABILITY
BAP provides accountability through the mapping of real-time events for establishing the health of security controls and policies.

BAP is the next generation of cyber protection, providing a highly unique approach to drive accountability into cyber operations. It’s time to take a look at BAP.

IMMEDIATE RESULTS
Spend 10% of your time establishing your cybersecurity objectives and 90% of your time confirming your environment is secure. Immediate results seem to elude many cyber solutions in the marketplace today.

BAP provides levels of automation exposing the cyber threat within your environment within one hour for many situations, complimented by management and remediation to help you maintain a secure environment.

REDUCE CYBER COST
BAP leverages existing cyber investments, augmenting the tools and information in the environment to bridge the gap between real-time threat detection and an organization’s cyber standards, policy, and compliance.

BAP provides cost savings related to management/justification of existing cyber tools, reduction of labor for security analysts (SOC), cost and time savings for managing and remediating threat, and cost avoidance for non-compliance.

VISIBILITY IN MINUTES
Understanding threat should not be a dependent on multiple people. Establish cyber controls and policies and achieve visibility in minutes with BAP.

BAP provides over 2,500 controls and multiple policies to increase your visibility to cyber threat in less than one hour for most installations. Check out BAP JumpStart at bapSolution.com.

PROTECT CRITICAL SERVICES
Critical services within an organization must be protected from cyber attack and potential loss or ransom of functionality. Some examples include email, specialized applications, the Internet, and storage.

BAP provides visualization of your cyber health specific to business outcomes, communicated in non-technical language, increasing consumer satisfaction and saving cost.

MAINTAIN COMPLIANCE
Cyber compliance is the responsibility of the organization hosting an individuals’ information. Cyber compliance is not a “check-the-box” exercise as substantial fines are a direct result of noncompliance.

Continuous monitoring of your cyber health and compliance is a core tenant of BAP. It’s as easy as BAP.
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